
Subexponential DistributionsClaudia Kl�uppelberg �
1 De�nition and �rst propertiesSubexponential distributions are a speial lass of heavy{tailed distributions. The namearises from one of their properties, that their tails derease more slowly than any exponen-tial tail; see (1.3). This implies that large values an our in a sample with non{negligibleprobability, and makes the subexponential distributions andidates for modelling situa-tions where some extremely large values our in a sample ompared to the mean size ofthe data. Suh a pattern is often seen in insurane data, for instane in �re, wind{stormor ood insurane (olletively known as atastrophe insurane). Subexponential laimsan aount for large utuations in the surplus proess of a ompany, inreasing the riskinvolved in suh portfolios.Heavy tails are just one of the onsequenes of the de�ning property of subexponen-tial distributions, whih is designed speially to work well with the probabilisti modelsommonly employed in insurane appliations. The subexponential onept has just theright level of generality to be usable in these models while inluding as wide a range ofdistributions as possible. It inludes all distributions with regularly varying tails but isonsiderably wider (see Table 2.6).Subexponential distributions were �rst studied in 1964 by Chistyakov [16℄. Researhduring the seventies and eighties was entred around appliations in insurane, queueingand branhing proesses, based on the Pollazek{Khinhin formula (3.1), linking a subex-ponential laim size distribution and the ruin probability. Methods were rather moreanalyti than probabilisti at that time. Properties of subexponential moment generatingfuntions, neessary and suÆient onditions for subexponentiality, and losure proper-ties were investigated. A �rst textbook treatment an be found in Athreya and Ney [9℄.Prominent papers are [17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 27, 35, 36, 37, 46, 49℄Extensions to more general models followed: renewal arrival streams replaed Pois-son arrivals. Modelling in that generality required the traing of subexponential input�Center of Mathematial Sienes, Munih University of Tehnology, D-85747 Garhing bei M�unhen,Germany, email: klu�mathematik.tu-muenhen.de, http://www.ma.tum.de/stat/1



distributions through a Wiener{Hopf fatorisation; see [22, 24℄. Use of random Markovenvironments required traing di�erent input distributions (light{ and heavy{tailed), bymeans of matrix algebra; see [6, 7, 31℄.Large deviations were investigated. For subexponential distributions exponential mo-ments do not exist; hene the lassial logarithmi approximation is not appliable. Conse-quently, �ne large deviations theory has been alled for and is tehnially very demanding;see [44, 45, 11℄. It yields to expressions for the �nite time ruin probability [12, 14℄.Reently, more probabilisti methods have entered the �eld. Questions like \how doesruin happen?" or \when is ruin most likely to happen?" given it happens at all were askedand answered. They neessitated novel methods to investigate path properties using theregenerative struture of models, as well as exursion theory for Markov proesses andextreme value theory. Suh results are in [1, 8℄; see also the review in Setion 8.4 of [23℄Various review papers appeared on subexponential distributions; see e.g. [28, 48℄. Text-book aounts are in [1, 23, 47℄.We present two de�ning properties of subexponential distributions, an analytial oneand a probabilisti one.De�nition 1.1. (Subexponential distribution funtion)Let (Xi)i2N be iid positive rvs with df F suh that F (x) < 1 for all x > 0. DenoteF (x) = 1� F (x) ; x � 0 ;the tail of F and F n� = 1� F n�(x) = P (X1 + � � �+Xn > x)the tail of the n{fold onvolution of F . F is a subexponential df (F 2 S) if one of thefollowing equivalent onditions holds:(a) limx!1 F n�(x)F (x) = n for some (all) n � 2 ;(b) limx!1 P (X1 + � � �+Xn > x)P (max(X1; : : : ; Xn) > x) = 1 for some (all) n � 2. �Remark 1.2. (i) De�nition (a) goes bak to Chistyakov [16℄. He proved that the limit(a) holds for all n � 2 if and only if it holds for n = 2. It was shown in Embrehts andGoldie [21℄ that (a) holds for n = 2 if it holds for some n � 2.(ii) The equivalene of (a) and (b) was shown in Embrehts and Goldie [20℄. A proof goesas follows:P (max(X1; : : : ; Xn) > x) = 1� F n(x) = F (x) n�1Xk=0 F k(x) � nF (x) ; x!1 ;2



(� means that the quotient of lhs and rhs tends to 1). HeneP (X1 + � � �+Xn > x)P (max(X1; : : : ; Xn) > x) � F n�(x)nF (x) ! 1 () F 2 S :(iii) De�nition (b) provides a physial interpretation of subexponentiality: the sum of niid subexponential rvs is likely to be large if and only if their maximum is likely to belarge. This aounts for extremely large values in a subexponential sample.(iv) From De�nition (a) and the fat that S is losed with respet to tail{equivalene (seeafter Proposition 2.4) we onlude that F 2 S implies F n� 2 S for all n 2 N . Furthermore,from De�nition (b) and the fat that F n is the df of the maximum of n iid rvs with dfF , we obtain that F 2 S implies F n 2 S for all n 2 N . Hene S is losed with respet totaking sums and maxima of iid rvs.(v) De�nition (b) demonstrates the heavy{tailedness of subexponential dfs. It is furthersubstantiated by the impliations (�rst proved by Chistyakov [16℄)F 2 S =) limx!1 F (x� y)F (x) = 1 8 y 2 R (1.1)=) Z 10 e"x dF (x) =1 8 " > 0 (1.2)=) F (x)=e�"x !1 8 " > 0 : (1.3)Property (1.3) aounts for the name subexponential df: the tail of F dereases moreslowly than any exponential tail. Property (1.2) shows that subexponential dfs have noexponential moments. This prevents any method being appliable that requires the exis-tene of exponential moments. �2 Conditions for subexponentialityIt should be lear from the de�nition that a haraterisation of subexponential dfs oreven of dfs whose integrated tail df is subexponential (as needed in the risk and queueingmodels) will not be possible in terms of simple expressions involving the tail.Reall that all subexponential dfs have property (1.1), hene the lass of suh dfsprovides potential andidates for subexponentiality. The lass is named as follows.De�nition 2.1. (The lass L)Let F be a df on (0;1) suh that F (x) < 1 for all x > 0. We say F 2 L iflimx!1 F (x� y)F (x) = 1 8 y 2 R : �3



Unfortunately, S is a proper subset of L. Examples for dfs in L but not in S an befound in Embrehts and Goldie [20℄ and Pitman [46℄.A famous sublass of S is the lass of dfs with regularly varying tail. For a positivemeasurable funtion f we write f 2 R(�) for � 2 R (f is regularly varying with index �)if limx!1 f(tx)f(x) = t� 8 t > 0 :A funtion f 2 R(0) is alled slowly varying. For further properties of regularly varyingfuntions we refer to the monograph by Bingham, Goldie and Teugels [15℄.Example 2.2. (Distribution funtions with regularly varying tails)Let F 2 R(��) for � � 0, then it has the representationF (x) = x��`(x) ; x > 0 ;for some ` 2 R(0). Notie �rst that F 2 L, hene it is a andidate for S. To hekDe�nition 1.1(a), let X1; X2 be iid rvs with df F . ThenF 2�(x)F (x) = 2 Z x=20 F (x� y)F (x) dF (y) + F 2(x=2)F (x) :Immediately, by the de�nition of R(��), the last term tends to 0. The integrand satis�esF (x� y)=F (x) � F (x=2)=F (x) for 0 � y � x=2, hene Lebesgue dominated onvergeneapplies and, sine F 2 L, the integral on the rhs tends to 1 as x!1.Examples of dfs with regularly varying tail are Pareto, Burr, transformed beta (alsoalled generalized F ), log{gamma and stable dfs (see Table 2.6); see Hogg and Klug-man [30℄ or Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan [32, 33℄ for details.As we shall see in Setion 3 below the integrated tail df plays an important role in ruintheory. It is de�ned for a df F with �nite mean � asFI(x) = 1� Z x�1 F (y)dy ; x 2 R : (2.1)If F has regularly varying tail with index � > 1 then F has �nite mean and, by Karamata'stheorem, FI 2 R(�(� � 1)), giving FI 2 S as well. �In order to unify the problem of �nding onditions for F 2 S and FI 2 S, the followinglass was introdued in Kl�uppelberg [35℄.De�nition 2.3. (The lass S�)Let F be a df on (0;1) suh that F (x) < 1 for all x > 0. We say F 2 S� if F has �nitemean � and limx!1Z x0 F (x� y)F (x) F (y) dy = 2� : �4



The next result makes the lass useful for appliations.Proposition 2.4. If F 2 S�, then F 2 S and FI 2 S. �Remark 2.5. (i) The lass S� is \almost" S \fF : �(F ) <1g, where �(F ) is the meanof F . A preise formulation an be found in Kl�uppelberg [35℄. An example where F 2 Swith �nite mean, but F =2 S� an be found in Kl�uppelberg and Villase~nor [41℄(ii) The tails of dfs in S� are subexponential densities.Name Tail F or density f ParametersPareto F (x) = � �� + x�� �; � > 0Burr F (x) = � �� + x� �� �; �; � > 0Log{gamma f(x) = ���(�)(lnx)��1 x���1 � > 1; � > 0Transformed beta f(x) = jajxap�1B(p; q)(1 + xa)p+q a 2 R, p; q > 0Trunated F (x) = P (jXj > x) 0 < � < 2�{stable where X is an �{stable rvLognormal f(x) = 1p2� �xe�(lnx��)2=(2�2) � 2 R, � > 0Benktander{ F (x) = (� + 2� lnx) ; �; � > 0type{I e�(�(ln x)2+(�+1) lnx)Benktander{ F (x) = �x�(1��)e�� x�=� ; � > 0type{II 0 < � < 1Weibull F (x) = e�x� 0 < � < 1\Almost" exponential F (x) = e�x(ln x)�� � > 0Table 2.6. Subexponential dfs. All of them are in S� provided they have �nite mean.In muh of the present disussion we are dealing only with the right tail of a df. Thisnotion an be formalised by denoting two dfs F and G with support unbounded to theright tail{equivalent if limx!1 F (x)=G(x) =  2 (0;1) :The task of �nding easily veri�able onditions for F 2 S or/and FI 2 S has now beenredued to the �nding of simple onditions for F 2 S�. We formulate some of them in5



terms of the hazard funtion Q = � lnF and its density q, the hazard rate of F . Reallthat (provided � < 0) S� � S � L. Then it an be shown that eah F 2 L is tail-equivalent to an absolutely ontinuous df with hazard rate q whih tends to 0 Sine S islosed with respet to tail{equivalene (Teugels [49℄) as well as S� it is of interest to �ndonditions on the hazard rate suh that the orresponding df or/and integrated tail df issubexponential.De�ne r = lim supx!1 xq(x)Q(x) :Proposition 2.7. Let � 2 (0; 1) and v � 1. Then the following are equivalent.(a) Q(x) is absolutely ontinuous on x � v with Lebesgue density q(x)! 0 as x!1,and xq(x)=Q(x) � � for all x � v.(b) Q(xy) � y�Q(x) for all x � v and y � 1.() Q(x)=x� dereases on x � v.Theorem 2.8. (Conditions for F 2 S or S�)(a) If lim supx!1 xq(x) <1, then F 2 S. If additionally � <1 then F 2 S�.(b) If r < 1, then F 2 S.() If r < 1 and F 1�r�" is integrable for some " > 0, then F 2 S�.(e) If q is eventually dereasing to 0, then F 2 S if and only if limx!1 R x0 eyq(x) dF (y) = 1.Moreover, F 2 S� if and only if limx!1 R x0 eyq(x)F (y) dy = � <1. �There are many more onditions for F 2 S or FI 2 S to be found in the literature.We mention Chistyakov [16℄, Cline [17℄, Goldie [27℄, Kl�uppelberg [35, 37℄, Pitman [46℄,Teugels [49℄; the seletion above is taken from Baltr�unas, Daley and Kl�uppelberg [13℄ andBaltr�unas and Kl�uppelberg [14℄.3 Ruin probabilitiesWe onsider the Sparre-Andersen model, whih is de�ned by the following quantities:(i) The laim times onstitute a renewal proess, i.e. the interlaim times (Tn)n2N areiid rvs and we assume that they have �nite seond moment.(ii) The laim sizes (Xk)k2N are iid rvs with ommon df F with EX1 = � < 1. Thelaim sizes and interlaim times are independent.6



(iii) We denote by R0 = u the initial risk reserve and by  > 0 the intensity of the riskpremium. We also assume that m = EX1 � ET1 = �� =� < 0.De�ne the risk proess for u � 0 asR(t) = u+ t� N(t)Xk=1Xk ; t � 0 ; (3.1)where (with the onvention P0i=1 ai = 0)N(0) = 0 ; N(t) = supfk � 0 : kXi=1 Ti � tg ; t > 0 :De�ning by Rn the level of the risk proess immediately after the n-th laim, the embeddedrandom walk struture beomes visible. Note thatR0 = u ; Rn+1 = Rn + Tn+1 �Xn+1 ; n 2 N : (3.2)Then setting Zk = Xk � Tk, k 2 N ;S0 = 0 ; Sn = u�Rn = nXk=1 Zk ; n 2 N ; (3.3)de�nes a random walk starting in 0 with mean m < 0.The ruin probability in �nite time is de�ned as (u; T ) = P (R(t) < 0 for some 0 � t � T jR(0) = u) ; 0 < T <1 ; u � 0 : (3.4)The ruin probability in in�nite time is then (u) =  (u;1) ; u � 0 :By de�nition of the risk proess, ruin an our only at the laim times, hene for u � 0, (u) = P (R(t) < 0 for some t � 0 jR(0) = u)= P (u+ nXk=1(Tk �Xk) < 0 for some n 2 N)= P (maxn�1 Sn > u) :If the interlaim times are exponential, i.e. the laim arrival proess is a Poisson proess,then the last probability has an expliit representation, alled Pollaek-Khinhine formula;see e.g. Feller [25℄ or Embrehts, Kl�uppelberg and Mikosh [23℄. This model is alled theCram�er-Lundberg model. 7



Theorem 3.1. (Pollaek-Khinhine formula)Consider the Cram�er-Lundberg model, where the laims arrival proess onstitutes a Pois-son proess. Let S0 = 0 and Sn = Pnk=1 Zk, n 2 N, be the random walk as in (3.3) withnegative drift EZ1 = m = �� =� < 0, then1�  (u) = (1� �) 1Xn=0 �nF n�I (u) ; u � 0 ;where � = ��= and FI(u) = ��1 R u0 P (X1 > y)dy, u � 0, is the integrated tail distributionof X1.The following result is due to Embrehts, Goldie and Veraverbeke [22℄, Embrehts andGoldie [21℄, and Cline [18℄.Theorem 3.2. (Random sums of iid subexponential rvs)Suppose (pn)n�0 de�nes a probability measure on N0 suh that P1n=0 pn(1 + ")n < 1 forsome " > 0 and pk > 0 for some k � 2. LetG(x) = 1Xn=0 pnF n�(x) ; x � 0 : (3.5)Then F 2 S () limx!1 G(x)F (x) = 1Xn=1 npn () G 2 S and F (x) 6= o(G(x)) : �Remark 3.3. Let (Xi)i2N be iid with df F and let N be a rv taking values in N0 withdistribution (pn)n�0. Then G is the df of the random sum PNi=1Xi and the result ofTheorem 3.2 translates intoP� NXi=1 Xi > x� � ENP (X1 > x) ; x!1 :If (pn)n�0 is a Poisson or geometri distribution the ondition F (x) 6= o(G(x)) in () isunneessary (Cline [18℄). �For the ruin probability this translates to the following.Theorem 3.4. (Ruin probability in the Cram�er-Lundberg model; subexponential laims)Consider the Cram�er-Lundberg model, where the laims arrival proess onstitutes a Pois-son proess and the laim sizes are subexponential with df F . Then the following assertionsare equivalent:(a) FI 2 S,(b) 1�  2 S,() limu!1  (u)=F I(u) = �=(1� �). 8



The following de�nition desribes a more general lass of dfs.De�nition 3.5. (The lasses S(),  � 0)A df F on (0;1) suh that F (x) < 1 for all x > 0 belongs to the lass S(),  � 0, if(a) limx!1 F 2�(x)F (x) = 2d <1,(b) limx!1 F (x� y)F (x) = ey ; y 2 R :One an show that d = bf() = R10 eydF (y), so that S = S(0). The lasses S() for > 0 are \nearly exponential" in the sense that their tails are only slightly modi�edexponential. The slight modi�ation, however, results in a moment generating funtion,whih is �nite at the point . An important lass of dfs belonging to S() is the generalizedinverse Gaussian distribution (see Embrehts [19℄ and Kl�uppelberg [36℄).Theorem 3.4 generalises as follows.Theorem 3.6. (Ruin probability in the Cram�er-Lundberg model; laims in S(),  > 0)Consider the Cram�er-Lundberg model, where the laims arrival proess onstitutes a Pois-son proess and the laim size df F 2 S(). Assume furthermore that the Lundberg oeÆ-ient does not exist, i.e. � bfI() < 1, where bfI() denotes the moment generating funtionof FI at . Then the following assertions are equivalent:(a) F 2 S(),(b) 1�  2 S(),() limu!1  (u)F (u) = �(1� �)�(1� � bfI())2 .Remark 3.7. The results of Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 an be extended to the Sparre-Anderson model, but also to various more sophistiated models. As an important examplewe mention Markov modulation of the risk proess; see Asmussen, Fl�e Henriksen andKl�uppelberg [6℄, Jelenkovi� and Lazar [31℄ and Asmussen and H�jgaard [7℄. Moreover,modelling interest to be reeived on the apital is another natural extension. The ruinprobability dereases slightly, whih has been shown by Kl�uppelberg and Stadtm�uller [39℄for regularly varying laims, and for general subexponential laims by Asmussen [3℄; seealso related work by Gaier and Grandits [26℄4 Large deviations and �nite time ruin probabilitiesA further question immediately arises from De�nition 1.1, namely what happens if nvaries together with x. Hene large deviations theory is alled for. Notie that the usual9



\rough" large deviations mahinery based on logarithms annot be applied to dfs in S,sine exponential moments do not exist.We introdue the following onditions on the quantities of the Sparre-Anderson modelfrom Setion 3.Condition A The inter-arrival time df A is suh that for every inreasing funtiong(n) satisfying g(n)=n! 0 and g(n)=pn!1 as n!1, there is a positive onstant Aand an integer ng suh that for n � ng,P �jSYn � nEY j > g(n)� � exp �� Ag2(n)=n�: (4.1)Condition A is for instane satis�ed when the inter arrival times have any �nite expo-nential moment.Conditions B The laim size df F is absolutely ontinuous with density f so that itshazard funtion Q = � logF has a hazard rate q = Q0 = f=F satisfying(i) r := lim supt!1 tq(t)=Q(t) < 1=2;(ii) lim inft!1 tq(t) > a(r) = ( 2 if r = 0 ;4=(1� r) if r 6= 0 :Conditions B imply that X1 has at least a �nite seond moment and that F 2 S�.Lemma 3.6 of Baltrunas et al. [13℄ and (ii) imply that� = supfk : E[Xk1 ;X1 > 0℄ <1g = lim inft!1 Q(t)= log t > a(r) :Hene (ii) is a moment ondition on the positive part of the inrement and limits thepathologial ases. In all non-pathologial ases the ase r 6= 0 orresponds to dfs withmoments of all order, hene (ii) is satis�ed, whereas suh dfs with in�nite moments or-respond to r = 0 and then (ii) requires a �nite seond moment.A version of the following result an be found in Baltrunas et al. [13℄, a slightly weakerversion is stated in Baltrunas and Kl�uppelberg [14℄.Theorem 4.1. (Large deviations property for rvs with subexponential tail)Assume that for the random walk (Sn)n�0 in (3.3) onditions A and B hold. Then forany sequene (tn)n2N satisfyinglim supn!1 pnQ(tn)=tn <1 ; (4.2)the entered random walk (Sn)n2N, satis�eslimn!1 supt�tn ����P (Sn � ESn > t)nF (t) � 1���� = 0: (4.3)10



A lassial version of this result states that for F 2 R(��) relation (4.3) is true for anysequene tn = �n for all � > 0; see Kl�uppelberg and Mikosh [38℄ for further referenes.In that paper extensions of (4.3) for F 2 R(��) towards random sums with appliationsto insurane and �nane are treated, an important example onerning the modellingand priing of atastrophe futures. A very general treatment of large deviation results forsubexponentials is given in Pinelis [45℄; see also Mikosh and Nagaev [42, 43℄.Theorem 4.1 has been applied in Baltr�unas [12℄ to prove the following results for theruin time �(u) = infft > 0 : R(t) < 0 jR(0) = ug ; u � 0 :Theorem 4.2. (Asymptoti behaviour of ruin time)(a) Under onditions A and B, for �xed u > 0,P (1 > �(u) > t) � P (1 > �(0) > t)V (u) � 1Xn=0 F I(j�jn)P (N(t) = n)V (u) ; t!1where V (u) is the renewal funtion of the stritly inreasing ladder heights of (Sn)n�0.(b) Under onditionsA and B, provided that the hazard rate qI of FI satis�es qI(t) = O(1)q(t),P (1 > �(0) > t) � e� eB mj�jF I(j�j(�=)t) = e� eB mj�jF I ��1� EX1ET1 �t� ; t!1 ;where eB =P1n=1 P (Sn > 0)=n (whih is �nite aording to Feller [25℄, Theorem XII, 2).5 When and how ruin ours: a sample path analysisConsider the ontinuous time version of the random walk (3.3) of the Sparre-Andersonmodel S(t) = N(t)Xi=1 Xi � t ; t � 0 ;where the inrement S1 has df B and we require thatB(x) = P (X1 � T1 > x) � F (x) ; x!1 :Sine (S(t))t�0 has drift m = ES1 < 0, M = maxt�0 S(t) <1 a.s. Then the ruin time�(u) = infft > 0 : S(t) > ug ; u � 0 ;yields an expression for the ruin probability as (u) = P (�(u) <1) = P (M > u) :11



From Setion 2 we know the asymptoti form of  (u) as u !1, and in this setion weinvestigate properties of a sample path leading to ruin, i.e. an uprossing of a high levelu. Let P (u) = P (� j �(u) <1) ;then we are interested in the P (u){distribution of the pathS([0; �(u))) = (S(t))0�t��(u)leading to ruin.In partiular, we study the following quantities:Y (u) = S(�(u)) the level of the proess after the uprossing;Z(u) = S(�(u)�) the level of the proess just before the uprossing;Y (u)� u the size of the overshoot;W (u) = Y (u) + Z(u) the size of the inrement leading to the uprossing:In this subexponential set-up an uprossing happens as a result of one large inrementwhereas the proess behaves in a typial way until the rare event happens. The followingresult desribes the behaviour of the proess before an uprossing, and the uprossingevent itself; see Asmussen and Kl�uppelberg [8℄ and Asmussen [2℄.We �rst have to introdue some notions from extreme value theory; see Embrehts etal. [23℄ or any other book on extreme value theory for bakground.For iid rvs (Xi)i2N with df F we say F 2 MDA(H) (F belongs to the maximum domainof attration of H), if there exist norming onstants (n) > 0 and d(n) 2 R suh that(n)�1(max(X1; : : : ; Xn)� d(n)) d! H ; n!1 ;where d! denotes onvergene in distribution; the dfH is alled extreme value distribution.In the large laims ase we are only interested in dfs F with in�nite right endpoint, i.e.F (x) < 1 for all x 2 R. ThenH(x) = ��(x) = exp(�x��)Ifx>0g � 2 (0;1) or G(x) = �(x) = exp(�e�x) ; x 2 R :The following haraterization plays an important role.Proposition 5.1. (Charaterization of MDA(G))Assume that F (x) < 1 for all x 2 R. Then F 2 MDA(G) if and only if there exists somemeasurable funtion a : R ! R+ suht thatlimu!1P �X1 � ua(u) > x jX1 > u� = G�(x) ; x 2 R :12



Here � 2 (0;1) orresponds to H = �� and � = 1 to H = �. The right hand limitfuntion is the tail of the generalized Pareto distribution, given byG�(x) = 8><>: (1 + x=�)�� � 2 (0;1) ; x > 0 :e�x � =1 ;The funtion a is unique up to asymptoti equivalene and an be hosen as a(u) =R1u F (y)dy=F (u) as u!1.Theorem 5.2. (Sample path leading to ruin)Assume that the inrement S1 has df B with �nite mean m < 0. Assume furthermore thatB(x) � F (x) as x!1 for some F 2 S� \MDA(G) for some extreme value distributionG. Let a(u) = R1u F (y) dy=F(u) : Then, as u!1, Z(u)a(u) ; �(u)a(u) ; Y (u)� ua(u) ;�St�(u)�(u) �0�t<1! �! �V�; V�� ; T�; (mt)0�t<1�in P (u){distribution in R � R+ � R+ � D [0; 1), where D [0; 1) denotes the spae of adlagfuntions on [0; 1), and V� and T� are positive rvs with df satisfying for x; y > 0P (V� > x; T� > y) = G�(x + y) = 8><>: �1 + x + y� ��� if F 2 R(�� � 1) ;e�(x+y) if F 2 MDA(�) :(Here � is a positive parameter, the latter ase when F 2 MDA(�) being onsidered asthe ase � =1 :) �Remark 5.3. (i) Extreme value theory is the basis of this result: reall �rst thatF 2 R(�(� + 1)) is equivalent to F 2 MDA(��+1), and hene to FI 2 MDA(��) byKaramata's theorem. Furthermore, F 2 MDA(�) \ S� implies FI 2 MDA(�) \ S. Ex-treme value theory then provides the form of G� as the only possible limit df for theexess distribution (Balkema and de Haan [10℄). G� is alled a generalised Pareto distri-bution. The normalising funtion a(u) tends to in�nity as u!1. For F 2 R(�(� + 1))Karamata's theorem gives a(u) � u=�. For F 2 MDA(�) this is Lemma 2.1 in Goldieand Resnik [29℄.(ii) The limit result for (S(t�(u)))t�0 given in Theorem 5.2 substantiates the assertionthat the proess (S(t))t�0 evolves typially up to time �(u).(iii) Generalizations of Theorem 5.2 to general L�evy proesses an be found in Kl�uppelberg,Kyprianou and Maller [40℄. �As a omplementary result to Theorem 4.2 of Setion 4, where u is �x and t!1, weobtain here a result on the ruin probability within a �xed time interval (0; T ℄ for u!1.13
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